This article provides a consensus perspective based on the authors' expertise and the limited available literature regarding our understanding of children with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) who are deaf or hard of hearing (D/HH). The challenges in the accurate identification of an ASD in children who are D/HH, including red flags for a potential ASD and screening and assessment for ASD, are described in this article. Additionally, strategies to guide professionals in their communication about a possible ASD with families and to frame framing the need for expanded aspects of communication important for this group of children are suggested.
It is well known that the incidence of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) has increased dramatically in the last two decades; the CDC recently estimated that 1 in 68 children in the United States has ASD. 1 This increase has been accompanied by an increased need for services for these children. There is also a need for trained clinicians who are able to screen children for ASD, diagnose ASD, and treat ASD.
Children who are deaf or hard of hearing (D/HH) appear to be diagnosed with ASD at similar, if not higher, rates than hearing children. Szymanski and colleagues reported that 1 in 59 deaf American children had an educational diagnosis of ASD. 2 Other reports have found that the rate of hearing loss in the population of individuals with an ASD is higher than in the general population. 3 Therefore, individuals who carry a dual diagnosis may constitute a reasonably sizable clinical population. Yet to date very little research exist describing this population, nor are there instruments specifically designed to detect ASD in children who are D/HH or interventions tailored to the particular needs of children with this dual diagnosis (see Thompson and Yoshinaga-Itano, in this issue). 4 Children who are D/HH and have ASD may have unique challenges in learning and development. Children who are deaf do best when exposed to language visually, and visual attention (particularly attention to faces) is often disrupted in children with ASD, 5, 6 thus posing a particular obstacle to children who may not be able to rely on their hearing to take in information. Complicating matters further, the differing structures of spoken and signed languages may lead to different linguistic manifestations of ASD (see Shield, in this issue). 7 The authors have experience working with children who have been dually diagnosed. Clinically, various challenges are related to accurate diagnosis of ASD in children who are D/HH. When ASD is misdiagnosed in children who are D/HH, they will not receive the intensive support and early intervention that has been shown to be beneficial in addressing the symptoms of ASD. 8 When hearing status is determined early in life, efforts to intervene and promote children's development are often focused on addressing issues known to commonly arise in children who are D/HH, such as speech-language communication therapy (e.g., through the use of a signed language to promote communication skills, or through auditory training and spoken language support when assistive listening devices benefit the child). The focus on addressing, supporting, or mitigating the challenges that can be associated with reduced hearing can decrease the amount of attention given to children's other behaviors. There is some evidence to suggest that this may play a role in delaying the diagnosis of ASD, 9, 10 which has negative impact on overall development and language and social development in particular (also see Szarkowski et al, in this issue) . Research has demonstrated that earlier intervention typically yields better outcomes. 8 At times, parents and family members are certain that a child has a neurobehavioral condition in addition to hearing loss, yet few professionals are competent and qualified to diagnose ASD in the D/HH population (Szarkowski et al, in this issue). 9 In addition to difficult cases, such as those described above, instances in which children who are D/HH were diagnosed appropriately with ASD do exist. The challenge lies in determining how best to screen, assess, diagnose, intervene, and meet their needs. This issue of Seminars in Speech and Language aims to begin to address some of these important issues. This collection of information and research has the potential to help clinicians who work with children who are D/HH or with children with ASD understand how to best serve children who may be dually diagnosed. We seek to increase awareness of the intersection of ASD with hearing loss and set an agenda for research in the coming years. Ideally, we will provide clinicians with useful tools for detecting ASD in this population as well as implementing services and interventions that are specifically designed for these children.
MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Some medical conditions are associated with higher rates of ASD. For example, children with fragile X syndrome (a genetic cause of intellectual disability) have higher rates of ASDs than the general population. 11 Due to the linkage between genetic conditions and an ASD, genetic testing is considered a standard of care. 12 Even with advancements in genetic testing, up to 80 to 90% of children with an ASD do not have a cause of autism identified. There are descriptions of higher rates of learning difficulties, language delays, behavioral disorders, and mental health disorders in the families of children with an ASD. 13 Approximately one third of children with ASD show regression between 1 and 3 years of age.
14 A loss of previously acquired developmental skills (i.e., child stops using words they previously used in a variety of contexts) warrants concern, and the child should be referred for developmental evaluation.
Our understanding of etiologies of hearing loss that put children at a higher risk of an ASD is fairly limited. However, small case reports suggest that children with CHARGE syndrome (coloboma, heart defect, atresia choanae or choanal atresia, retarded growth and development, genital abnormality, and ear abnormality), 15 children with congenital cytomegalovirus, 16 and children with Usher syndrome 17 may have a higher risk of having an ASD. Children with extreme prematurity have higher rates of positive autism screening; however, definitively higher rates of autism spectrum diagnoses have not been confirmed. 18 A higher index of monitoring and intervention may be warranted in these children.
Children with ASD can have comorbid medical concerns. Common issues include intellectual disability (50 to 75%); seizures (25 to 30%); sleep disturbances; gastrointestinal difficulties such as reflux, loose stools, or constipation (16 to 85%); and pica syndrome (eating nonfood items). 13 It is important to address these issues as they can be an initial trigger for behavioral problems and can markedly impact quality of life and ability to learn and respond to interventions.
Children referred for an evaluation of ASD could have other disorders with behaviors that look like autism but are not indicative of a diagnosis of ASD. In addition to medical diagnoses that commonly co-occur with ASD, several medical diagnoses have some symptoms that may overlap with ASD. Several of these are listed in Table 1 . Assessment for ASD should be a process of ruling out these possible conditions as a singular explanation for the child's presenting symptoms but also should consider the possibility of multiple comorbid diagnoses. Failure to provide correct diagnosis could result in failure to receive appropriate intervention.
RED FLAGS OF A POSSIBLE AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
Complicating the diagnosis of ASD among children who are D/HH are factors commonly associated with hearing loss that may also be associated with autism. Among others, these include: overall language delays and difficulties with particular areas of language functioning, [19] [20] [21] delayed theory of mind, 22 failure to respond to one's name, and pragmatic language difficulties. 23 However, even many of these apparently overlapping symptoms can be distinguished from symptoms of ASD upon closer scrutiny. For example, children who are D/HH may be more likely to have language delays than peers without hearing loss. Yet, with the widespread adoption of newborn hearing screening procedures and earlier intervention, we expect that when provided access to early intervention and appropriate early intervention, typically developing children who are D/HH will demonstrate a language development trajectory much more similar to their hearing peers. 21, 24 Thus, if a child is demonstrating marked language delays despite early identification of their hearing loss and appropriate early intervention, this should be considered a red flag for a possible additional developmental disability, such as autism. Similarly, although deaf children of hearing parents may show delayed theory of mind, the delay is not as significant or persistent as in the case of children with ASD. 22 Diagnosing ASD among children who are D/HH requires familiarity with expectations of development for typically developing children who are D/HH. It is critical to recognize and distinguish patterns of atypical development that may be associated with ASD. It is important to understand the various factors that contribute to heterogeneity within the D/HH intended to be used as a stand-alone ASD screening or assessment measure. However, it may be helpful in guiding conceptualization of developmental concerns and assisting in determining when a referral for further assessment seems appropriate.
Social Communication and Social Interaction
With the exception of difficulty acquiring particular speech sounds, grammatical features/ vocabulary, and idioms, deafness is primarily a model of delayed language development, rather than atypical language development. In particular, we do not typically expect hearing loss to interfere with the acquisition of preverbal social communication skills. Symptoms of ASD among young children who are D/HH may present similarly to those in children who can hear in terms of absence of or reduced eye contact, limited show/give behaviors, reduced gesture use (see Kellogg et al, in this issue 25 ), lack of pointing for shared enjoyment, reduced Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASD, autism spectrum disorder; OCD, childhood-onset obsessive compulsive disorder. Note: Common stereotypies include the following: thumb or hand sucking; body rocking; head banging; nail biting (most common stereotypy of later childhood); trichotillomania; bruxism; and recurrent headaches. Complex motor stereotypies include the following: flapping, waving, opening and closing the fist, finger wiggling, wrist flexion and extension, atypical gazing at objects or fingers, and abnormal pacing, running, and skipping. These secondary stereotypies are strongly associated with autism. • Play is rigid and unimaginative 7, 28, 32 • Difficulty with pronoun use (not using point joint attention, poor imitation skills, problems with turn taking, and problems with making choices. As outlined by Shield (in this issue), 7 several atypical communication patterns commonly associated with autism have also been demonstrated among children who are D/HH and also have autism. Among these are echolalia (i.e., repetition of others' linguistic productions, often without communicative intent), 26, 27 pronoun avoidance, idiosyncratic language (see Table 2 Mood and Shield, in this issue 28 ), and neologisms (i.e., children who invent signs/words rather than using a formal sign/word). A greater tendency is also seen to reverse the palm when imitating or spontaneously producing signs, similar to that observed in hearing children copying gestures. [29] [30] [31] [32] Although not yet described in the D/HH-specific literature, other symptoms of atypical language development, such as use of others' hands as tools to communicate (i.e., using their parents' hand to point, manipulating their parents' hands to engage a toy), has been observed clinically among children who communicate using visual and oral communication.
Typically developing children who are D/HH do not generally demonstrate the difficulties with social/emotional reciprocity observed in autism, with the exception of not responding to their name when called. Most typically developing children who are D/HH will respond to their name if it is accessible to them through their hearing or will respond to traditional attention-getting measures readily (i.e., tapping the floor/shoulder, waving within visual space). Difficulty with joint attention, even when cultural adaptations for obtaining joint attention are considered, have been observed clinically (see Mood and Shield, in this issue). 33, 34 Children who are D/HH with ASD may be less likely to integrate eye contact, facial expressions, and gestures to engage others and may be less likely to imitate others' behavior. Similarly, typically developing children who are D/HH may recognize more emotions (68%) than children with ASD (46.5%) during the signing of British Sign Language sentences. 35 Another study by Denmark suggested that adolescents with ASD who are D/HH may be specifically impaired in their ability to comprehend and produce specific adverbial facial markers. 36 Symptoms of ASD may interfere with the acquisition of symbolic play skills. When compared with typically developing children who are D/HH, those who also have ASD demonstrate delays in symbolic play (Kellogg et 28 It has also been noted clinically that children with ASD who are D/HH may have difficulty with pragmatic aspects of social interaction that are culturally specific (e.g., difficulty entering/exiting conversations, poor understanding of appropriate use of attention-getting conventions).
Repetitive Behaviors/Restricted Interests Patterns of repetitive behavior or restricted interests that are part of the diagnostic criteria for ASD are usually not demonstrated among typically developing children who are D/HH. However, stereotyped or repetitive motor movements can sometimes be observed among developmentally delayed children who are D/HH in the absence of ASD. In some cases, self-injurious behavior (i.e., hitting self) or movements that appear repetitive/stereotyped have been observed among children who are D/HH before communication is well established. These behaviors often diminish as communication skills improve. Likewise, although children who are D/HH may have difficulty adjusting to changes in their routine or managing transitions, this difficulty is typically similar to developmental expectations if changes are clearly communicated. Typically developing children who are D/HH may have some atypical sensory responses or hyper-/hypo-sensitivities. Among children who are D/HH, vestibular and auditory processing differences may be more common. 37 Auditory processing sensitivities may contribute
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to clinical findings that children with ASD who are D/HH may be more likely to resist (and persist in resisting) wearing amplification devices. However, it is less common to see unusual visual, tactile, or olfactory exploration of objects associated with ASD (e.g., closely visually inspecting objects, pressing objects against their body/seeking out particular textures, or routinely smelling/licking nonfood items) among typically developing children who are D/HH. Baby and Infant Screen for Children with aUtIsm Traits, also known as the BISCUIT). 10, 43 In this issue, two articles discuss the use of tools that show promise as a potential screen in early childhood for children who are D/HH between birth and 3 years of age. Kellogg and colleagues (in this issue 25 ) provide a case study retrospective review of children who are D/HH and who were later diagnosed with ASD, demonstrating that early childhood profiles on the McArthur Bates Child Development Inventory may provide early warning signs of ASD. Carr and colleagues (in this issue 44 ) also discuss use of a nontraditional screening measure, the Language ENvironment Analysis, and its usefulness when combined with other common early developmental screening tools (i.e., the McArthur Bates Child Development Inventory).
Although not yet published, several of the authors of articles in this special issue have collected clinical data suggesting that other common screening tools such as the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT) 45 and Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) 46 may be problematic when applied to children who are D/HH, with mixed results demonstrating that these tools may both overidentify children and underidentify ASD in this population. Clinical data suggest standardized cutoffs for the SCQ may not apply with children who are D/HH and that caution should be used when administering the SCQ to parents who are deaf and who communicate using American Sign Language (ASL). Therefore, it is still advisable to refer a child who presents with red flags for ASD who "passes" these screening measures to be referred for a more comprehensive ASD diagnostic assessment.
Assessment
As in the case of screening instruments for ASD, there are no diagnostic tools that have been validated for use with children who are deaf and hard of hearing. In fact, the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, Second Edition (ADOS-2), 47 one of the assessments considered the "gold standard" in assessing ASD, directly states that it was not intended for use for children with sensory impairments (i.e., deafness). This issue contains an exploratory study describing use of the ADOS-2 with children who are deaf and who have deaf parents (i.e., native signers) who were previously identified with ASD (Kellogg et al, in this issue). 28 Administration of available ASD diagnostic tools to small samples of children who are D/ HH is not sufficient to validate their use with children who are D/HH. Unfortunately, limited research specifically explores how well these tools perform in differentiating ASD from features commonly associated with typically developing children who are D/HH. The Mood and Shield study in this issue 28 indicates that caution should be used when using diagnostic tools such as the ADOS-2 with children who are D/HH due to limitations regarding applying the tool to children who may use not only a different language (ASL rather than English), but a different communication modality (e.g., visual communication versus spoken language). Children who are D/HH with ASD may be misidentified when the ADOS-2 is administered following standardized procedures. However, when used in a clinical manner by a professional trained in working both with children who are D/HH and children with ASD, certain ADOS-2 activities may provide useful information. Other authors in this special issue, Wiley and colleagues, 10 have presented ADOS data and similarly found that use of the ADOS algorithms in a standardized manner is inappropriate. Scoring communication items was particularly problematic when applied to this population.
Valid assessment of ASD among children who are D/HH is complicated not only by a lack of standardized tools for the population, but also by limited availability of providers who are trained in working with children who are D/ HH as well as children with ASD. The authors of the ADOS-2 caution in the manual that training on the ADOS-2 in itself is not sufficient, but that users should have "prior education, training and experience that includes the use of individually administered test batteries as well as extensive exposure to ASD." 47 Likewise, given the complexities necessary to disentangle apparently overlapping symptoms of ASD from features commonly associated with D/HH, it seems reasonable that one must have a strong understanding of both populations to facilitate appropriate diagnosis.
In the case of working with children who are D/HH and who communicate using ASL (or another formal system of visual communication), the subtleties of identifying atypical language features associated with ASD require a strong understanding not only of what the features look like in hearing children, but how the symptoms may present in a visual language (Mood and Shield, and Shield, both in this issue). 7, 28 It is unlikely that these features could be appropriately assessed by a practitioner who is unable to communicate directly with the individual, as interpreters unfamiliar with language features unique to ASD may not recognize or communicate to the evaluator the presence of these features during their interpretation. Although one prior study indicated no differences in results when a cognitive test was administered to a child who is D/HH by an interpreter or an ASL-fluent clinician, 48 one cannot make the assumption that the same would hold true for administration of the ADOS-2. In addition to features of atypical communication that may be lost in translation, it has not yet been studied how presence of an interpreter influences the ability of the examiner to establish necessary rapport with a child utilizing a language other than the clinician's in order for that clinician to adequately evaluate the child's social communication skills.
CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF BEST PRACTICE IN ASSESSMENT

Early Identification
Early diagnosis of ASD is critical in facilitating access to interventions to mediate the impact of ASD on developing language, cognitive, social, and behavioral skills. In the past, earlier diagnosis of ASD may have been delayed by the need to disentangle symptoms associated with early communication delays that often accompanied hearing loss. The adoption of newborn hearing screening procedures and emphasis on early intervention enabled parents and professionals in the field of deafness to become more comfortable identifying early symptoms of social communication deficits not attributable to hearing loss alone. However, barriers to receiving an early diagnosis still include a lack of dually trained professionals and an absence of screening and diagnostic tools that have been validated for use with children who are D/HH (Szarkowski et al, in this issue). 9 Recognizing the critical importance of early intervention specifically targeted to ASD, best practice is to refer children who are D/HH for further evaluation by an appropriately trained professional (e.g., psychologist, developmental behavioral pediatrician, neurologist, etc.) as soon as concerns are raised regarding a child's social/communication skills and behavior. This article provides information regarding "red flags," which warrant a referral. Providers may use this information to help engage families in discussions about behaviors that appear inconsistent with expectations of typical development for children who are D/ HH, focusing on both the child's strengths and areas of concern (see Wiley and Innis, in this issue).
Professional Collaboration
Although best practice is to refer to a professional trained in both hearing loss and ASD to conduct the evaluation, it is uncommon to have this resource in many areas. In these situations a collaborative approach, in which professionals trained in ASD work closely in consultation with those trained in deafness, represents best practice. In some situations, this has been accomplished by parents requesting that D/ HH professionals involved in their child's care accompany them to their evaluation with an ASD-trained professional. When this is logistically impractical, it may be helpful to sign a release allowing a phone consultation or providing a letter written by the D/HH provider outlining observations of how the child's development differs from typical expectations of children who are D/HH. Alternatively, referral to a D/HH specialist who consults with a professional with ASD experience would be appropriate.
Communication Considerations
Best practice also assumes that assessment is conducted by an evaluator who can communicate with a child in his or her preferred communication modality. Mood and Shield (in this issue) 28 caution that administration of commonly used ASD assessments such as the ADOS-2 may be particularly difficult to interpret when administered to a deaf child via an interpreter unfamiliar with the nuances of ASD. Extreme caution should be used in such cases. Practically speaking, it may often be necessary to utilize an interpreter. In these situations, given the idiosyncratic language use sometimes demonstrated by children with ASD who are D/HH, it may be helpful to use interpreters familiar with the child's language if possible (i.e., using the child's school interpreter in a clinical setting). 50 It is also helpful to meet with the interpreter prior to the evaluation to discuss what the evaluation is trying to accomplish so that the interpreter can stay aligned with the items on the assessment as well as provide additional observations about the child's communication and social interaction that may be missed by an evaluator with limited or no signing skills. Keep in mind, however, that some young children may not have had experience with an interpreter and this could influence the results. Further research is necessary to examine the impact of administering ASD assessment tools via an interpreter. Reliability of the diagnosis is likely impacted by the communication match between the examiner and child when assessing core symptoms of autism (i.e., deficits in social/emotional reciprocity). This also warrants further exploration. . 25, 44 Additional research is necessary to develop and/or modify ASD assessments for children who are D/HH. In the absence of validated assessment tools, the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (hereafter referred to as The Standards) developed jointly by the American Educational Research Association, the American Psychological Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education provide best practice guidelines for assessing individuals from diverse cultural/linguistic backgrounds 51 ; these should be followed when assessing children who are D/HH for a possible ASD. (Note that the revised standards are expected this spring but were unavailable for review at the time of this publication.) The Standards caution that tests should be selected and interpreted cautiously in light of individual and evaluator factors. Most importantly, multiple sources of information should be used as an indicator of the individual's functioning. When modifying a particular test to suit the needs of individuals who were not included in the standardization sample, best practice is to clearly document modifications, as well as the rationale for modifications, and to fieldtest the modified test with a population sample to run tests of equivalence. Research in this area is in its infancy, with a few studies describing modifications to standardized tests (Mood and Shield, in this issue). 28, 52 Additional work is necessary to empirically determine whether these modifications result in equivalent tests.
Best Practice Guidance from
As described by The Standards, 51 one must consider issues of "fairness" in testing. This can be done by ensuring that the test selected is valid for use with the individual and that there are no factors unique to the individual or testing situation that introduce "construct irrelevant components" that result in scores that are markedly different from the standardization sample for identifiable groups of examinees (in this case, children who are D/HH). 51 Problems can arise in utilizing ASD diagnostic tests standardized on hearing children when applied to children who are D/HH when the content of the test measures skills that may be influenced by the nature of the child's hearing, rather than symptoms of autism per se. An obvious example of this problem is items on several screening and diagnostic measures that refer to whether a child responds to his or her name. When applied to children who do not have a significant hearing loss, failure to respond to one's name may be a symptom of autism; when applied to children who are D/HH, the impact of the child's hearing loss, rather than ASD per se, may cause them to not respond appropriately to this item. Thus, as cautioned by The Standards, it is important to consider alternate possible explanations for the performance of children who are D/HH on a particular test before accepting their performance as indicative of ASD.
Difficulties with inadvertently introducing test bias when applying ASD assessments to children who are D/HH may also arise when using measures developed for use with children who communicate using spoken English with children who communicate using visual communication, such as sign language. The Standards caution that translating tests does not necessarily ensure that translation produces a version that is equivalent to the original in terms of content, difficulty level, reliability, and validity. ADOS-2 data collected by authors contributing to this special issue highlight this point, noting that several of the items are still not interpretable, even when the test itself has been translated to ASL, and that a clinical interpretation of the child's performance is necessary. Guidelines from The Standards also caution that if interpreters must be used, they should be fluent in both languages, have a basic understanding of assessment and its purpose, and should be educated as to their role in testing.
Furthermore, The Standards caution that behaviors that may appear typical in one culture may not appear typical when viewed by persons from another culture. Professionals unfamiliar with deaf cultural norms may misinterpret typical "attention-getting behaviors" (e.g., tapping the ground, waving in someone's line of vision) or other behaviors (e.g., facial expressions, vocalizations, "blunt" statements) as inappropriate social overtures or responses. Likewise, many assessments may fail to capture elements unique to ASL users that provide rich clinical information pertinent to diagnosing ASD. For example, an assessment that was not developed for ASL users may not take into consideration features such as whether the individual is correctly producing signs rather than demonstrating atypical language features in ASL (i.e., palm rotation errors associated with ASD). 32 Similarly, to date, no ASD assessments take into consideration whether the individual is correctly utilizing facial features as grammatical markers of ASL in a manner coordinated with their signing to communicate emotion or shifting their signing to represent perspective of different individuals about whom they are communicating, features of the language that may be impacted by ASD. with ASD who are D/HH are no exception. Children who are D/HH are a heterogeneous group and do not all share a common linguistic background: some are raised with a sign language, others are trained orally in a spoken language, and yet others are provided some combination of the two. A multifaceted approach to language and communication with children who have ASD and who are D/HH is warranted. Importantly, (1) language must be accessible to deaf children to be useful, and (2) children with ASD have particular deficits in visual attention that may limit their ability to attend to visually presented language (i.e., sign language as well as signs in combination with spoken language). Therefore, special efforts must be made to gain the attention of a child with ASD in order for language to be usefully perceived. This is an even greater challenge with children who are D/HH than with hearing children on the spectrum, because hearing children with ASD can still perceive spoken words even if they are not visually attending to the person speaking to them. Thus, although for many children who are D/HH visual communication is the most accessible form of communication, significant impairments in joint attention and social use of eye gaze may limit their ability to acquire sign language. Families may find it useful to employ augmentative or alternative communication devices as well as sign language, particularly for children who are minimally verbal. In addition, intervention to improve language should also target the underlying core deficit-that is, poor eye contact, joint attention, and motor imitation. Pure language interventions that fail to target the core deficit are not as likely to be successful.
Discussing Concerns with Families
Although it can be difficult to raise the possibility of an ASD to families, it is critically important to discuss this when providers notice atypical development or concerns (see red flags section). If we delay raising concerns or pursuing further diagnostic clarity, the children lose essential time to pursue interventions specifically targeting the core challenges in ASD.
Families may not have a lot of experience understanding how children who are D/HH typically develop language, play, and social communication skills. It is easy to want to believe a child's issues are solely related to the hearing loss. Families have already pursued understanding and acceptance about their child's needs in one area. Although it can be difficult to consider yet another identified need or label, families want to do what is best for their child. Therefore, even though a new journey is challenging to consider, families will often have the resilience to pursue the right type of help to see their children meet goals and milestones.
When discussing concerns with families, it is important to provide information in a kind and clear manner. Starting with a child's strengths can help families recognize that you see positive aspects of the child and family. It is also helpful to describe the attributes that you notice that might be attributable to hearing loss, as well as the attributes that you notice that are different than those shown by most children who are D/HH. It is important to recognize that children can look different in different settings. Exploring what families see as the child's strengths and needs can further help to guide the conversation. Exploring strengths and needs can help identify common areas for discussing what could be foundational challenges that need an intervention, beyond what has already been tried. Discussing next steps for further treatment options or diagnostic evaluations allows families, at the conclusion of the conversation, to feel like they know what to do next. Families may need time to process this new concern. Providers can let families know their availability to clarify information, answer questions, or restate next steps. Although resources for children with ASD who are D/HH are limited, guiding families to accurate information and networks of families with children who are D/HH with additional challenges can provide broader support. It is also important to indicate that the spectrum is broad; any information about autism spectrum should be filtered for what seems to apply to their child and to ignore aspects of information that does not seem to fit their child.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Assessment
Because no ASD diagnostic/screening tools have been validated for use with children who are D/HH, there are two competing schools of thought regarding assessment of ASD with children who are D/HH. One position argues that one should determine which tools are not reliable for use with children who are D/HH and discontinue their use in favor of developing tools uniquely designed specifically for the population. The other argues that there may be value in modifying current tools to be more appropriate for use with children who are D/ HH. Colleagues in Great Britain are currently undergoing research to adapt the ADOS-2 for children who are D/HH. Given the complexities involved in determining reliability and validity of instruments with a low-incidence population, both approaches have inherent challenges.
Several articles within this special issue allude to these different approaches for arriving at a clinical diagnosis of ASD. For example, the Mood and Shield article in this issue 28 describes the potential clinical use of modifying the ADOS-2 and interpreting results cautiously within the context of a battery of assessments. In their review of how ASD has been diagnosed in a clinical population, Szarkowski and colleagues (in this issue 9 ) found that ASD diagnosis was most often arrived at by informed clinical opinion rather than use of ASD assessments not validated for D/HH. The variability in methods for diagnosing ASD among children who are D/HH suggests that moving forward, it will be imperative to develop a "clinical best estimate" approach specific to this population to enhance consistency in diagnosis across providers.
Intervention
A review of interventions for ASD with children who are D/HH is noticeably absent from this summary article, largely due to the limited literature in this area. The intervention research for children who are D/HH is limited primarily to small case studies. 54, 55 This issue contains a description of interventions and adaptations when working with infants and toddlers who are D/HH (Thompson and Yoshinaga-Itano, in this issue). 4 It is reasonable to expect that interventions documented to be effective with hearing children would be applicable to children who are D/HH. 56 However, adaptations and modifications may be necessary. Collaboration among professionals working with children with ASD who are D/HH will likely be critical to develop a body of case study evidence regarding the effectiveness of particular interventions and necessary adaptations for this population. In the meantime, parents and providers may access information regarding evidence-based interventions for ASD in the research literature as well as Web sites such as Autism Speaks (www.autismspeaks.org) and Autism Society (www.autism-society.org). Similar to the approach necessary for seeking assessment where often there are not professionals dually trained in ASD and deafness, it will likely be necessary to foster collaboration among ASD interventionists and deafness professionals involved in a child's care.
It is our hope that disseminating this information in this special issue illuminating not only differences but also similarities between the presentation of ASD among hearing and children who are D/HH will assist professionals to develop confidence to responsibly assess and treat dually diagnosed children. 
